Business
Speaking
Designed for business purposes, including common business situations from
telephoning to meetings, etc. Available on desktop computers and mobile
devices, allowing for a seamless study experience.
What it is

What it provides

Course for learning business-specific expressions,
preparing learners for a variety of common business
situations and enabling them to communicate with
foreign clients & co-workers. Currently the course is
offered at two levels, Intermediate (TOEIC®* 550785) and Upper-Intermediate (TOEIC®* 785-945).

A clear and objective improvement in English level
and a significant improvement in international test
scores for learners who are willing to study 22-30
hours over 3-6 months.

Key course features include:
Available on iOS and Android devices
for seamless mobile study
Each level includes 30 of the most
frequently experienced business situations
Learn and practice 600 key business
expressions
Six international English accents, from
the US, Canada, UK, Australia, Singapore, and India
Dynamic Business Speaking role-plays
30 lessons at each level (60 lessons in
total)
Introducing yourself, introducing your
company, telephoning, explaining figures, making a complaint, placing an
order, etc.
Covers all necessary skills: Listening,
Reading, Speaking, Grammar, Vocabulary
Total lesson time: 45-60 minutes divided into smaller learning modules
45-60 hours of content currently available (22-30 hours in each level)
Full reporting and mentoring systems
ensure excellent learner progress and
an exceptionally high percentage of
students completing their course
All lessons follow a clear and proven
learning cycle, improving skills and
confidence step-by-step
* TOEIC is a registered trademark of Educational
Testing Service (ETS). This product is not endorsed

How it works
Step 1 - Focus

Step 2 - Study

Focus shows you the first three lessons you
need to study and the order in which to help
you make the fastest progress, then suggests
the next three lessons upon completion.
Learners can also select lessons by level/topic
from the All Activities tab.

Learners are introduced to a situation, then
study a series of stages focusing on listening,
grammar (topical phrases) and pronunciation
practice.

Step 3 - Practice

Step 4 - Completion

Business Speaking role-plays are dynamic,
Finish the course by passing the required
changing depending on each learner’s
number of lessons.
answers, providing a more realistic
experience where you practice multiple skills
and learn multiple phrases, even when making
mistakes!

Step 5 - Certificate

Print certificate as proof of successfully completing the course!

or approved by ETS.
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